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Abstract

The development of communication and language skills is 

vital to fulfilling the goals of expressing needs and wants, 

exchanging information, and developing social closeness.

The process of building communicative competence in children 

with cognitive, motor, and language impairments varies 

greatly from communication and language development in 

children without disabilities. A child with communication

impairments must be assessed for skills and strengths on 

which to build and must be assisted with augmentative and 

alternative communication strategies. A case study with a 

19 year-old male who has endured severe communication 

impairments throughout his lifetime due to cerebral palsy 

and microcephaly has revealed the difficulty in building 

communicative competence in those with severe impairments. 

The nursing process, which includes assessment, diagnosis, 

intervention planning, implementation, and evaluation has 

addressed the subject's communication skills and strategies 

used to augment these skills. Although communicative 

competence may never be truly realized, the process of 

building upon already-existing skills is critical for 

further attainment of skills. The nurse can play a pivotal 

role in assisting clients with communication impairments

fulfill the goals of communication.
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Introduction

The process of language acquisition in a child with 

communication impairments varies greatly from normal 

development. Some children do not have the skills to 

develop language but still can participate in communicative 

interactions. Many of these children rely on various 

unconventional techniques, including external devices, to 

fulfill communication needs. Whether communication takes 

place through typical or unconventional methods, all 

individuals share common goals of communication. Much time 

must be spent with children who have impaired communication 

in order to assess their skills and implement interventions 

that help them fulfill their communication goals. This 

paper has discussed the importance of communicative 

competence, the process of building communicative competence 

in children with and without communication impairments, 

communication assessment, and intervention through 

augmentative and alternative communication. A case study 

with a subject who has communication impairments included 

assessment of the subject, diagnosis, intervention planning 

and implementation, evaluation, and conclusions and 

recommendations.

The Importance of Communicative Competence

Communication is basic to human life. Communication 

allows people to express needs and wants, develop social 

closeness, exchange information, and fulfill social
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etiquette (Light, 1997). Goals of communication shape the 

nature of interactions with others.

When the goal of communication is to express needs and 

wants, the focus is on the desired objects or actions 

instead of the participants, and the communicative 

interaction tends to be "fairly predictable" (Light, 1997, 

p. 62) . Once the desired object or action is achieved, the 

communication usually ends. When the goal of communication 

is to maintain social closeness, the interaction is very 

different. The focus is on the participants and the 

interaction itself, and the interaction may involve a 

conversation or simply a smile.

When the goal is to share information, the focus is on 

the information imparted and acquired. The interaction may 

be brief or lengthy and may include a range of possible 

topics. When the goal is to fulfill social etiquette, the 

interaction is usually brief and "limited in scope" (Light, 

1997, p. 62).

Communicative competence allows people to fulfill the 

communication goals listed previously (Light, 1997). The 

process of building communicative competence begins in 

infancy and continues throughout the lifespan. However, 

children or adults who have cognitive or physical 

impairments often have difficulty establishing or 

maintaining communicative competence and therefore may not

be able to fulfill certain communication goals.
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(Reinhartsen, Edmondson, & Crais, 1997).

Process of Building Communicative Competence

Communication is a lifelong learning process 

(Reinhartsen, et al., 1997). Reinhartsen, et al. (1997)

have stated that initially, an infant's communication is 

unintentional and "refers to movements that are reflexive or 

involuntary and are not purposefully used by the child to 

communicate with others" (p. 285) . Infants exhibit 

displeasure by crying or turning away. Other times they may 

display the same feelings through grimacing, placing a hand 

over their eyes, or even falling asleep, all of which may be 

signs of over-stimulation from the environment. However, 

Light (1996) has contended that infants communicate not only 

to express needs and wants, but to develop social closeness 

through such acts as looking up and smiling upon hearing mom 

or dad's voice.

When a baby's caregivers learn to identify, interpret, 

and respond consistently to communication signals, it 

enables the baby to learn that he or she can have an effect 

on the world (Reinhartsen, et al, 1997). Through the 

process of gaining attention and getting needs met, the 

child learns to communicate. Children typically progress 

from using unintentional to intentional communicative 
behaviors between 8 and 12 months of age. Children in this 

stage communicate primarily to make a request or protest and 

to interact socially by playing games such as peek-a-boo or
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drawing a listener's attention to an object or action.

Rather than just communicating basic needs and wants, 

toddlers and preschoolers begin to express preferences and 

exert control over interactions, such as requesting a 

certain cartoon or trying to get a cookie before dinner 

(Light, 1997). In addition to intentional communication, 

children at this stage also develop varied reasons to 

communicate, such as "requesting permission, acknowledging, 

and clarifying" (Reinhartsen, et al, 1997, p. 285) .

As language develops for toddlers and preschoolers, the 

desire to share information with others also develops 

(Light, 1997). Children ask "why" and "what if....," and 

they also begin to share their own experiences. Children at 

this stage also begin to learn social etiquette routines, 

such as "please" and "thank you."

School-aged children need the skills to meet all four 

communication goals of expressing needs and wants, 

developing social closeness, exchanging information, and 

fulfilling social etiquette routines (Light, 1997) . The 

emphasis on sharing information expands as preteens and 

adolescents progress in their schooling. For adolescents, 

the need to communicate for the purpose of developing social 

closeness becomes paramount. The goal of social closeness 
remains imperative throughout adulthood and older adulthood, 

even though the goal of expressing needs and wants may seem 

more important for older adults who require assistance with
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activities of daily living (Light, 1997) .

As infants are developing communicative intent, their 

early communication signals typically progress to more 

sophisticated means of communicating (Wetherby & Prizant, 

1989, as cited in Reinhartsen, et al., 1997). Paul (1997) 

has asserted that children make several major transitions in 

language during the first five years of life and that these 

transitions to more sophisticated means of communication are 

"to some extent modulated by speech" (p. 141-142). She has 

claimed that when children around 12 months of age begin 

relying more heavily on vocal forms of communication and 

shape their vocalizations into words, the words grow out of 

the "repertoire of sounds" developed during babbling in the 

first year of life (p. 142).

A second transition takes place at about 18 months when 

children begin combining words (Paul, 1997). The added 

complexity is that the units of language, or words, must be 

expressed in particular order to convey the intended 

meaning. Reliance on word order allows children to form 

relationships between word combinations and meanings that 

are not present when each word is spoken alone. Paul (1997) 

has claimed that the ability to learn word order and use 

this skill to expand the complexity of word relationships is 
impaired when experience using speech is not available.

Paul (1997) has additionally claimed that at the end of

the preschool period when children begin to develop
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"phonological awareness" and reading ability, the awareness 

grows out of "familiarity with the sound units of speech," 

which in turn is developed from experience with articulating 

the sounds of speech (p. 143).

Development of Communicative Competence 

in Children with Disabilities

Communication development and language acquisition in 

children with severe speech/language impairments depend on 

both "linguistic and nonlinguistic modes of communication" 

(Bedrosian, 1997, p. 180). Linguistic modes include speech, 

written words, graphic symbols, or signs and symbols 

gestured with the hands or through other means.

Nonlinguistic modes include the use of gestures such as 

pointing, waving, head nods, smiles, eye gaze, and 

vocalizations. Bedrosian (1997) has pointed out that in 

normal language acquisition, the nonlinguistic modes are 

referred to as "prelinguistic" and that they precede the 

development of true language (p. 180). Of course children 

continue to use nonlinguistic modes in everday 

communication, but children with severe impairments often 

rely more heavily on the nonlinguistic modes and may use 

them concurrently with linguistic modes or rely primarily on 

nonlinguistic modes.
Romski, Sevcik, and Adamson (1997) have described a 

theoretical framework in which to study the language

development of children with disabilities, who must acquire
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language through augmented means, tools that facilitate 

language development. They have based their framework on 

Vygotsky's (1978) assertion that "important developmental 

moments occur within a zone of proximal development (ZPD) in 

which a child interacts with a caregiver who brings to their 

exchanges cultural tools, including language" (Romski, et 

al., 1997, p. 173). The ZPD involves the difference between 

the child's actual level of development and the child's 

potential level of development accomplished through 

interactions with a more skilled partner (Letto, Bedrosian,

& Skarakis-Doyle, 1994, cited in Bedrosian, 1997).

The structured guidance provided by the partner leads 

to a gradual narrowing of the ZPD for a given language 

skill, and therefore, emphasis is placed on the partnership 

between the child and skilled partner (Bedrosian, 1997). 

Romski, et al., (1997) have maintained the significance of

considering both what the child currently brings to the task 

of language acquisition, what they call intrinsic factors, 

and the factors adults bring to the learning process, or 

extrinsic factors. They have examined intrinsic and 

extrinsic factors in language development.

Intrinsic factors include biological foundations for 

learning (neurological and neuromotor status) and the 
resulting cognitive skills and communication and language 

abilities (Romski, et al., 1997). Children with neuromotor 

disorders such as cerebral palsy may exhibit impairments in
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motor speech output and a limited ability to physically 

access a communication device. Speech comprehension skills 

are the basis for augmented language learning and are 

influenced by the ability of the child to establish a 

relationship between a spoken work and what it is referring

to.

If children exhibit little or no speech comprehension, 

they have a less stable foundation of word understanding 

with which to link visual symbols (on an augmentative 

communication device) to their referents (Romski, et al., 

1997). These children must begin the language acquisition 

process by establishing the relationship between the visual 

symbol and what the symbol stands for. In addition to 

differences in comprehension skills, the variations in the 

nonverbal communication skills children bring to language 

learning help determine the ways in which they might acquire 

augmented language skills.

Extrinsic factors that shape the language learning 

environment include augmentative "modalities and devices" 

and the instructional approach (Romski, et al., 1997, p.

175). Speech can often be augmented through the visual 

modalities of sign language, gestures, graphic symbols on a 

communication board or computer device, and a wide range of 

assistive devices. Romski, et al. (1997), have questioned

how the types of experiences with assistive devices interact 

with intrinsic factors such as chronological age or
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developmental level.

Language instructional approaches have shifted to a 

naturalistic setting in the past two decades (Romski, et 

al., 1997). Just as speaking children acquire early- 

vocabulary more effectively from an incidental teaching 

approach than from direct instruction, research has 

indicated that observational experience with symbols may be 

more effective than direct instruction in abstract symbol 

learning (Savage-Rumbaugh, Sevcik, Brakke, Rumbaugh, & 

Greenfield, 1990, cited in Romski, et al., 1997). One 

important aspect of the instructional process is the role of 

the communication partner in everyday interactions.

Letto, et al. (1994) and Polanska and Bedrosian (1997)

have applied Vygotskian developmental theory in each of 

their studies in a longitudinal investigation of the 

language acquisition process in a young male child (2 years, 

6 months at onset) with severe speech and physical 

impairment associated with cerebral palsy (cited in 

Bedrosian, 1997) . Throughout an 18-month period, an adult 

partner provided spoken and gestural prompts to elicit from 

the child the communicative functions of requests for 

attention, action, and objects. During the first 9 months, 

the child exhibited only single communicative functions 
(requests for attention, etc.) through nonlinguistic modes 

(gestures, eye gaze, vocalizations). He began to 

spontaneously (no prompting from adult) combine two
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communicative functions (request for attention plus another 

request), and over the next 9 months, he expressed new

* combinations of these functions. Through prompting from the

adult partner, the child began combining nonlinguistic modes 

of communicating with aided symbols of objects and actions. 

The child then began to spontaneously combine two aided 

symbols to request objects and actions. The child

demonstrated a transition from nonlinguistic modes to the 

use of symbols, a linguistic 

mode, through adult prompting.

Communicative Intent

One question the previous studies (Letto, et al., 1994 

and Polanska and Bedrosian, 1997) raise is that of 

spontaneity. Essential to the ability to control 

communicative interactions is the ability to spontaneously 

evidence communicative intent (Halle, 1987, cited in Carter, 

Hotchkis, & Cassar, 1996). Carter, et al. (1996) has

related that failure to use communication spontaneously has 

been identified as a significant problem for people with 

disabilities. The authors have accepted a conceptual model 

of spontaneity proposed by Halle (1987) . The model 

delineates spontaneity as a continuous variable rather than 

the view that the communicator either initiates 
communication or is reactive and fails to initiate. The

continuous model takes into account that behavior is 

environmentally cued even if only indirectly and that levels
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of spontaneity depend upon the number of cues necessary to 

elicit a response. Spontaneous communication is defined as 

behavior for which the observer cannot readily observe the 

controlling conditions.

Carter et al. (1996) have found through a review of

several studies that people with disabilities display 

deficiencies in spontaneity of communication. However, they 

have argued that the majority of existing research has 

addressed the wrong question regarding spontaneity by asking 

which party was the initiator in an interaction, when

instead the research should have examined which

environmental variables prompted communication. A hungry 

child may request food based solely on the hunger cue or may 

require additional cues such as the sight or smell of food. 

The level of spontaneity the child attains relates back to 

the intrinsic factors of neurological and neuromotor status.

Individuals with severe speech impairments may also 

have limited opportunities to produce communicative intent 

because they often have their communication "pre-empted" by 

others (Calculator, 1997, cited in Paul, 1997, p. 143). To 

prevent this, communication partners must actively foster 

communication in the child through any mode, rewarding any 

communicative attempt (Paul, 1997). The frequency of 
communication may increase with this type of instructional 

approach.
Reinhartsen, et al. (1997) have asserted that certain
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children, despite their chronological age, remain at a 

preintentional level of communication, and therefore, "fail 

to communicate their needs" even through nonlinguistic 

methods (p. 286). On the other hand, Light (1997) has 

contended that communicative competence is not inherent, but 

needs to be learned step by step. She has added that the 

success of any intervention depends on identifying 

appropriate goals. Goals must be individually based and 

must focus on building upon strengths of the individual.

She has related the story of a seven-year old boy who had 

significant difficulties understanding spoken language 

related to autism. He used only a few spoken words and 

signs to communicate, but could read at a grade two level. 

Light and her team decided to use his strengths in literacy 

to overcome his difficulties with spoken language. They 

used written language to augment his comprehension of spoken 

language and provided access to written words in a 

communication book and in a computer-based voice output 

system to assist his expressive communication. He became 

able to participate more fully in school and to communicate 

more meaningfully at home.

Light (1997) has outlined five steps to build 

communicative competence: a) identify meaningful and 
appropriate opportunities for communication; b) prepare for 

these opportunities through appropriate instruction with the 

individual; c) ensure that partners provide appropriate
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support; d) encourage the individual to participate in these 

opportunities in the natural environment; and e) reflect on 

the experiences and learn from them.

Paul (1997) has also acknowledged the importance of 

building upon some mode of communication already being used 

spontaneously to begin a symbolic communication system 

especially for children with developmental levels of 12 to 

18 months or more. The most effective modes the child uses 

might vary according to the purpose of the communicative 

intent, whether it is a social greeting, request, or 

information to be imparted (Paul, 1997). Whatever method is 

encouraged, the key is to develop symbolic communication.

Paul (1997) emphasized the instruction of "symbolic 

units" at initial stages of communication as a basis for 

transition to multisymbol messages (p. 144). Development of 

symbolic language is closely connected to the development of 

symbolic gestures and pretend play for children who have 

limited experience with consistent forms of vocalizations 

(Patterson & Westby, 1994, cited in Paul, 1997). Symbolic 

behavior, such as pretending to sleep, cook, or eat, or 

using play objects to stand for real objects, can be modeled 

for the child using whatever motor behaviors the child has 

available (Paul, 1997). Depending on motor ability, the 
child may also be introduced to drawing, another aspect of 

symbolic behavior. These methods correspond with the 

incidental instructional approach mentioned previously.
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Vertical and Horizontal Structuring

Reinhartsen, et al. (1997) have described the process

£ of building upon already existing communication skills for

developmentally delayed infants and toddlers. This process 

is called vertical and horizontal development (first 

described by McLean, Snyder-McLean, Sack & Decker, 1983, 

cited in Reinhartsen, et al., 1997). Vertical skills 

indicate hierarchical development, for example, movement 

from preverbal to verbal or preintentional to intentional 

communication. For a child who is using consonant-vowel 

combinations, the next step might be to add final sounds to 

make a word ("bo" becomes "boat").

Horizontal skills include the range of skills that 

would be expected at a particular developmental level 

(Reinhartsen, et al., 1997). If a child exhibits one type 

of "behavior regulation" (e.g., protesting), she/he may be 

ready to acquire other types, such as requesting. If a 

child is using certain consonant-vowel combinations, she/he 

could be encouraged to expand the repertoire to 

developmentally equivalent combinations. For a child who is 

preintentional, the act of banging toys would be expected to 

occur along with mouthing toys.

Form, Content, and Function
For older toddlers who have achieved a higher level of 

overall development, three aspects are used to describe the 

process of building communicative competence. The three
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aspects include content, messages the child may communicate 

to the listener; form, ways of communication through which 

the content is expressed; and function, the reasons for 

communicating (Bloom & Lahey, 1978, cited in Reinhartsen, et 

al., 1997) .

Content refers to the vocabulary children need to 

communicate their everyday thoughts, feelings, and desires 

(Reinhartsen, et al., 1997). The vocabulary chosen to 

represent key words or ideas about a child's activities and 

routines is critical for the development of a communication 

system. One way to select content about various routines is 

to write "scripts," from which a vocabulary can be selected 

that represents the needs, interests, and desires of the 

child, enhances the child's current communicative attempts, 

and can be easily used in different contexts within the 

environment.

Form can refer to both nonsymbolic and symbolic 

communication, much the same as preintentional and 

intentional communication (Reinhartsen, et al., 1997).

Forms of nonsymbolic communication can include generalized 

changes in movements and muscle tone, vocalizations, facial 

expressions, pauses, touching, and withdrawal. Many of 

these forms of communication can be interpreted as 

meaningful and may have the potential to be shaped into a 

functional form of symbolic communication. A child who 

bangs his/her cup on the table may begin to use this
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behavior to request more juice with shaping from the 

caregiver.

0 Symbolic communication encompasses both nonconventional

and conventional communication (Reinhartsen, et al., 1997). 

Nonconventional represents gestures agreed upon by members 

of the communicator's environment but that may only be 

understood by those familiar with the child. One child may 

use a certain gesture to indicate something, while another 

child may use a different gesture to indicate the same 

thing. Conventional represents gestures or other forms of 

communication that are recognizable by many (waving goodbye 

or using words). For children who are unable to communicate 

in a conventional manner, alternative forms of communication 

may be explored. Once the form of communication has been 

established, a symbol system must be selected to represent 

the child's interactions. The form and symbol system a 

child uses is not only dependent upon cognitive level or 

language functioning, but also on motor and sensory 

capabilities. An eye gaze system for a child with spastic 

athetoid cerebral palsy may be more appropriate than hand

and arm movement s .

Function represents the reasons a child communicates 

and relates back to goals of communication discussed 

previously (Reinhartsen, et al., 1997). The forms of 

communication used must allow the child to fulfill the goals 

of expressing needs and wants, developing social closeness,
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exchanging information, and fulfilling social etiquette 

routines to the fullest extent possible. Communicative

<| functions must be taken into consideration for the

development of a successful communication system.

Reinhartsen et al. (1997) have asserted that the

communication system should be used throughout the day and 

across all environments. Communication partners should 

model the forms of communication used for various

interactions, comment about the events, objects, and people 

represented by the system's symbols, and if appropriate, 

point to visual symbols while speaking. The authors have 

stressed that many children are capable of developing 

functional communication skills whether they are developing 

typically or atypically.

Communication Assessment and Intervention

Stach (1997) has considered an interdisciplinary team 

approach in the assessment and intervention of children who 

have communication disorders "critical to achieving optimal 

outcome" (p. 198). Since intervention includes augmentative 

and alternative communication (AAC), which refers to "all 

communication strategies that either augment or replace 

natural speech" (Stach, 1997, p. 191), an accurate 

assessment of an individual's communication deficits 
involves more than just the loss of speech. The variety and 

complexity of AAC devices require that the method or device

chosen are tailored to the needs and abilities of the
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individual. Factors such as age, education, socioeconomic 

status, and physical and neurologic limitations must be

£ considered.

The family is an integral part of the assessment and 

intervention process, and family involvement throughout the 

process highly influences positive outcomes (Angelo,

Kokoska, & Jones, 1996). The family-centered model departs 

from more traditional service models that had focused just 

on the child. Assessment of a family's perceived needs 

determines the scope of services and goals for intervention.

Assessment

Light, Roberts, Dimarco, and Greiner (1998) have stated 

that current research supports a "two-pronged model of 

assessment-intervention" (p. 155). The model focuses on the 

individual to ensure that he/she has the means and skills to 

communicate effectively and on the facilitators (significant 

others in the child's life who provide support for daily 

communication) to ensure that the individual has the 

opportunity and necessary support to communicate 

effectively. The assessment involves five basic components: 

Identification of communication needs; assessment of skills 

the child already possesses; identification of communication 

partners and their strategies and other factors that either 

support or impede communication; intervention planning, 

including development of appropriate AAC systems; and 

facilitator instruction planning.
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Stach (1997) has agreed that a detailed needs 

assessment of potential AAC users and primary communication 

partners is an essential first step in the evaluation 

process. She has attributed this priority to the wide range 

of cognitive and physical abilities of the population of 

users, along with their diverse communication needs, 

desires, and expectations. One portion of the assessment 

concerns details about the individual's present and future 

environments. Light, et al. (1998) further explained this 

portion as determining what type of input the individual 

needs to understand, and with whom, when, where, why, about 

what, and how the individual needs to communicate. By 

recognizing the various environments of home, school, the 

broader social community, etc., interventions later on can 

be truly functional. Family members and teachers can be 

asked to describe the activities and routines that require 

interaction with the child, such as meal time, bath time, 

play time, and group time (Reinhartsen, et al., 1997).

The next step of the assessment is an evaluation of the 

individual's skills, requiring the input of professionals 

from multiple disciplines (Light, et al., 1998). The 

evaluation depends on the nature and severity of the 

underlying motor and communication deficits (Stach, 1997). 
Issues to consider include the child's overall gross and 

fine motor skills, imitation skills, understanding of object 

permanence and means-end, attentional skills, motivation for
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interaction and communication, and level of play

(Reinhartsen, et al., 1997).

Light, et al. (1998), have examined several components 

of the skills assessment. Sensory perceptual assessment is 

required to determine visual acuity and auditory function. 

Receptive language skills are assessed to determine the type 

of spoken language input that is appropriate, when and how 

augmentation of spoken input is required, and optimal 

approaches for teaching AAC symbols (Light, et al., 1998).

Expressive communication skills that are assessed 

include turn-taking patterns, initiation/response patterns, 

range and frequency of modes of communication, the 

effectiveness of these modes, natural speech production and 

intelligibility of the speech, and content and form of 

communicative messages (Light, et al., 1998).

Symbol representation skills are assessed to determine 

the types of AAC symbols (gestures, signs, objects, 

pictures) the individual can understand and use expressively 

(Light, et al., 1998). Finally, assessment of motor skills 

is required to ascertain positioning and limb mobility as 

they relate to the use of AAC systems (Light, et al., 1998). 

These systems have various options, including mouthsticks, 

head pointers, headband light indicators, and switch 
placements on areas such as the brow, head, or extremity 

(Stach, 1997) .
The first two areas of assessment, identification of
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communication needs and skills of the individual, take into 

account the intrinsic factors discussed by Romski, et al. 

(1997). The horizontal and vertical structuring discussed 

by Reinhartsen, et al. (1997) can be considered in the

assessment process when parents and professionals first 

identify all of the child's current skills and then begin to 

discover which additional horizontal and vertical skills 

will facilitate the child's communication development 

(Reinhartsen, et al., 1997). The process of building 

communicative competence through the content, form, and 

function approach discussed by Reinhartsen, et al. (1997) is

considered in the needs and skills assessment through 

determining which types of messages need to be communicated, 

ways this content is expressed, and reasons for

communicating.

The third area of the assessment takes into account the

extrinsic factors discussed by Romski, et al. (1997) by 

identifying environmental factors that support or impede 

communication and family concerns, priorities, and resources 

(Light, et al., 1998; Reinhartsen, et al., 1997). 

Environmental factors depend greatly on the individual's 

communication partners and their interaction strategies. 

Barriers to communication are also investigated and can 
include legislation or regulations that limit resources or 

exclude an individual from services and skill or knowledge 

barriers on the facilitator's part.
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The final two stages of the assessment process involve 

intervention planning, including an appraisal of AAC

• strategies and systems that correspond with the individual's

skills and needs and a determination of the appropriate 

skills and interaction strategies required of facilitators 

(Light, et al., 1998). This planning leads directly into 

actual interventions, which include selection and 

customization of AAC systems to provide the individual with 

the tools to communicate more effectively, instruction of 

the individual, instruction of facilitators, and attempts to 

remove resource (e.g., cost of device and inadequate 

insurance coverage), attitude, knowledge, and skill

barriers.

Illustration of Assessment Process

Reinhartsen, et al. (1997) have reported a case study

with a 16-month-old boy (Joey) that demonstrates assessment 

and intervention planning. Joey suffered from communication 

deficits related to global developmental delay, and his 

cognitive skills were assessed at a 7- to 8-month level. 

Through discussion with Joey's parents, his communication 

needs were ascertained to be improved communication, 

increased time spent in independent play, and increased 

ability to play with a variety of different toys. More 
specifically, the goals were that Joey would stay engaged 

for longer periods of time using other developmentally 

appropriate toys with and without sounds; that he would use
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his means-end knowledge to interact with an array of toys 

that have varied types of results; that he would increase of

• use of pleasure sounds (cooing, laughing, vocalizing) while

playing familiar and new social games; and that he would 

increase vocalizations when alone in his bed or sitting in 

his walker. More complex goals to be built upon existing 

skills were that Joey would begin to indicate choice-making 

by activating one of two different switches to control toys 

that provide sensory stimulation; that he would use a switch 

to regulate the behavior of another person, and that he

would use vocalizations to indicate his interest in an 

activity continuing.

A skills assessment revealed that Joey was banging, 

mouthing, and shaking toys. He was able to localize sound, 

and he was able to track and briefly look at pictures in a 

book. He demonstrated poor head and trunk control as well 

as a weak reach and grasp. While listening to or looking at 

a toy that makes sounds or music, he would stay engaged for 

only a few minutes before losing interest or becoming upset; 

he demonstrated some knowledge of means-end relationships by 

pushing a large button to activate music on his toy radio 

and by throwing toys he did not like; he produced some 

pleasure sounds (laughing, vocalizing, vowel-like sounds) 
but was inconsistent in these productions; he would smile 

and make eye contact when his mother played peek-a-boo; and 

he would fuss to be picked up or when he did not like
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something. He startled easily, had delayed responses, and 

was passive or cried when presented with new stimuli.

• Intervention and instruction planning involved both

Joey and his parents. A range of commercially available 

toys that provide auditory and visual stimulation (e.g., 

nursery rhyme ball, musical carousel with lights) would be 

used to increase Joey's interest in toys for longer periods 

of time, and he would also be introduced to nonmusical toys 

to increase his tolerance for varied toys (e.g., squeeze 

toys, teething toys). To enhance means-end relationships,

he would be introduced to cars and trains that move when

pushed, a battery-operated bubble blower connected to a 

switch, and a stack of blocks to knock over. Joey's parents 

would use imitation of and reinforcement for any of his 

pleasure vocalizations and encourage his vocal play with 

toys that imitate vocalizations (e.g., Voice Memo Recorder 

and Talk to Me Mirror).

The following interventions were planned for the more 

complex goals. Joey's parents would encourage him to choose 

between two battery-operated toys that provide sensory 

stimulation by pushing a large, colorful switch (to overcome 

fine motor difficulties) on the toy he wants to then 

activate it. Joey would be shown how to activate and 
deactivate the switch, allowing him to control the length of 

time the toy runs. A large switch would be programmed to 

produce "mama" for when Joey and his mom played peek-a-boo.
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His mother would hide behind a blanket, while Joey would be 

encouraged to "call her" using the switch. Later, other

• people's names would be programmed for him to "call" them.

His parents and therapists would begin to incorporate more 

pause time within social routines to allow time for his 

vocalizations, and they would utilize toys that imitate his

vocalizations to foster use of these.

Intervention Through Augmentative and

Alternative Communication

A variety of AAC strategies and systems are available 

to meet the needs of communicatively impaired individuals 

(Stach, 1997). The American Speech-Language-Hearing 

Association (1989) has defined AAC as "an area of clinical 

practice that attempts to compensate (either temporarily or 

permanently for the impairment and disability patterns of 

individuals with severe communication disorders" (cited in 

Light, et al., 1998). AAC systems are usually categorized 

as "light-tech" or "high-tech" (p. 192). Light-tech systems 

may include alphabet boards from which the user can select 

letters, communication notebooks from which the user can 

select topics or phrases, and eye gaze boards from which a 

user can choose an item by looking at it. High tech systems 

include a wide variety of electronic or computerized 
devices, ranging from battery-operated devices to 

sophisticated computer systems.

Reinhartsen et al. (1997), have described three
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categories of AAC devices as "no-, light-, or high-tech" (p. 

287). They gave the example of a gesture dictionary (a log

• of an infant's or older individual's cues and what they

mean) as a no-tech device. They listed light-tech devices 

as including such options as commercially available crib 

toys (voice-activated music toys or talking mirrors that 

repeat the infant's sounds) and for toddlers, toys that 

produce words or animal sounds when activated. They have 

explained that a toy that produces music or words when a 

button is pressed can add to a child's conceptual 

development of means-end relationships as well as enhance 

fine motor and communication skills. High-tech devices help 

the individual say words and phrases he/she cannot say. The 

Technology-Related Assistance for Individuals with 

Disabilities Act passed by Congress in 1988, defined an 

assistive technology device as "any item, piece of 

equipment, or product system, whether acquired commercially, 

off the shelf, modified, or customized, that is used to 

increase, maintain, or improve functional capabilities of 

individuals with disabilities" (cited in Stach, 1997, p.

191) .
Another categorization of AAC systems includes unaided 

systems that do not require any external devices (e.g., 

gestures, signs) and aided systems that require external 

devices such as those listed under light- and high-tech 

systems. AAC systems should be selected and customized to
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fit the needs and skills of the individual (Light, et al., 

1998). Typically, AAC interventions are multimodal,

• utilizing the client's full communication capabilities

including natural speech, gestures, signs, communication 

books, and computer-based technology. (See Appendices Al 

and A2 for examples of unaided, no-tech, light-tech, and 

high-tech devices and strategies).

Instruction of Individual and Facilitators

Light, et al. (1998) have stated that simply providing

AAC systems is not sufficient to ensure effective 

communication by people who require AAC. They must develop 

"linguistic, operational, social, and strategic" skills in 

order to use AAC effectively to communicate with others in 

daily interactions (Light, et al., 1998, p. 171). The 

linguistic domain encompasses receptive and expressive 

skills in the language spoken by the individual's family and 

broader social community, as well as skills in the language 

code of the AAC systems. The operational domain encompasses 

skills in the technical production and operation of unaided 

or aided AAC systems, such as skills to use a head stick to 

select items on an alphabet board. The social domain 

encompasses the skills necessary to facilitate communicative 

interactions with others. The strategic domain encompasses 

the compensatory strategies required by individuals with 

severe communication disabilities to overcome functional

limitations in the other skill domains.
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Goals for the interventions must be functional, 

meaningful, and achievable, and skills must be taught in

• relevant contexts of daily activities (Light, et al., 1998).

Prompting support is provided only when required, and 

rewards are given when the new skill is used successfully.

Facilitators must learn how to operate and maintain the 

individual's AAC systems and use appropriate interaction 

strategies (Light, et al., 1998). Facilitators require 

knowledge about AAC symbols and access techniques, ongoing 

vocabulary development, positioning requirements, and 

trouble-shooting procedures. Interaction strategies, such 

as obtaining the individual's attention before speaking and 

using simple sentence structures, must be identified.

Using the above guidelines of assessment and 

intervention, a case study with one subject who has 

communication impairments has been developed.

Case Study

Nathan is a 19-year-old male who has experienced severe 

communication impairments related to cerebral palsy and 

microcephaly throughout his lifetime. Nathan has lived with 

his mother, father, and younger sister his whole life. The 

author has worked with Nathan on a non-professional basis 

during his late teenage years through Family Outreach of 
Helena, MT. According to his medical history, Nathan was 

born with spastic quadriplegic cerebral palsy and 

microcephaly as a result of Cytomegalovirus infection in
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utero.

Cerebral palsy is a diagnosis that has been around a 

• long time but that is still not well understood. This

disorder has various forms and causes, which makes it

difficult to understand and define its nature. This lack of 

knowledge has led to challenges in prevention and treatment 

(Hoon, Reindardt, Kelley, Breiter, Morton, Naidu, &

Johnston, 1997).

Cerebral palsy has been defined as an "umbrella term 

covering a group of non-progressive, but often changing, 

motor impairment syndromes secondary to lesions or anomalies 

of the brain arising in the early stages of its development" 

(Mutch, Alberman, Hagberg, Kodama, & Perat (1992), cited in 

Kuban & Leviton, 1994, p. 188). More than 100,000 Americans 

under the age of 18 are estimated to have some type of 

neurologic disability due to cerebral palsy (Kuban &

Leviton, 1994) .

Spastic CP is characterized by increased stretche
reflexes, increased muscle tone, persistent primitive 

reflexes, and lack or delay of normal motor skills. The 

muscles are in continuous contraction, which ultimately 

leads to joint and bone deformities and contracture (Abbott, 

1997). Quadriplegia involves both upper and lower 

extremities.
Kuban and Leviton (1994) have said that functional 

impairment may change over time in children. Abnormalities
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of motor tone or movement in the first several weeks or 

months after birth may gradually improve during the first

• year, and half of all children with cerebral palsy lose all

motor signs of the disorder by age 7. On the other hand, 

nonspecific motor signs that are seen in the first weeks or 

months of life may evolve over the first year or two into 

spasticity and extrapyramidal abnormalities.

Okumura, Hayakawa, Kato, Kuno, and Watanabe (1997) 

studied the correlation between patterns of brain injury and 

gestational age at birth. They evaluated 152 patients with 

spastic CP whose ages ranged from 1 to 19 years. The mean 

age was 3.3 years. MRI findings for 119 patients suggested 

that their CP was due to acquired, destructive brain injury 

which had occurred at some time from the third trimester of 

pregnancy to the end of the first few weeks after birth.

Zupan (1996) has ascertained that intrauterine 

infection is an important factor underlying premature 

delivery and the occurrence of CP. In one study there was a 

three fold increased risk of cerebral palsy in infants born 

to mothers who had infections at admission to the hospital 

when compared to mothers who did not have an infection 

(Leviton, 1996, cited in UCP Research, 1997). The mother 

is often not aware of the infection and usually presents no 
symptoms of being ill (Zupan, 1996) . Zupan (1997) contended 

that the issue is how to detect this sub-clinical infection

and identify the organism or organisms responsible for it.
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Microcephaly may also occur due to maternal infection, 

of which cytomegalovirus is one of the most common (Vanucci,

• 1997, cited in Wong, 1999). Neurologic manifestations of

microcephaly range from decerebration (elimination of 

cerebral function), complete unresponsiveness, and autistic 

behavior to mild motor impairment, mental retardation, and 

mild hyperkinesis (increased muscular movement and physical 

activity). There appears to be a decided relationship 

between microcephaly and mental retardation of varying 

degrees.

The following case study is formatted to the nursing 

process, which includes assessment, diagnosis, intervention 

planning, intervention implementation, and evaluation. The 

author has included both formal and informal assessments and 

a nursing diagnosis of the subject's communication skills 

and needs. The intervention planning and implementation 

sections consist mainly of various communication programs 

implemented with the subject in the past. The final section 

evaluates the results of the previous programs and includes 

planning for the future. The author's role in the case 

study is just one component of a study designed to compile 

information obtained through the subject's case files at 

Family Outreach, interview with the subject's mother, and 

the author's own observations in order to evaluate and make

recommendations.
The author worked most closely with the subject during
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one school year, in which three days per week for two hours 

each day were spent in the role of a personal care provider.

9 The author's role as personal care provider included

fulfilling some of Nathan's physical needs, working on his 

communication skills, and accompanying him for social 

outings. The author's role in the communication aspect will 

be discussed in the proceeding sections.

Assessment of Subject

The assessment includes a communication needs and

skills assessment as outlined by Light, et al. (1998). The

other areas of identification of communication partners and 

strategies and intervention planning will be covered in

another section.

As an infant, Nathan vocalized by cooing, producing 

vowel sounds, laughing, and crying. When Nathan was 3 1/2 

years old he functioned at the 2-4 month level and was 

working on visual tracking, improved head control, drinking 

from a cup, and cause and effect relationships. At foure years of age, Nathan's doctor reported that he was producing 

babbling sounds but no language. Nathan has no functional 

hand, arm, or leg movement but is able to sit upright in a 

wheelchair with assistance from straps. His most reliable 

motor actions are a head turn, a downward chin movement, and 

an eye gaze. Nathan appears to have a severe hearing loss 

in low and high frequencies bilaterally.
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Formal Skills Assessment

In 1989 when Nathan was almost 9 years old, he 

q underwent an evaluation of his language abilities at the

University of Montana Speech, Hearing, and Language Clinic. 

His receptive language was assessed using matching tasks 

(e.g., object to object, picture to picture, and sign to 

picture) and a developmental checklist. Nathan did not 

demonstrate the ability to perform any of the matching 

tasks. According to the Milestones in Child Development 

Scale (1973), he demonstrated scattered skills ranging from 

the 2-6 month level. He did respond differentially to 

different emotional tones, which is a skill acquired at the

six month level.

Nathan did not use any functional expressive language. 

During the evaluation Nathan demonstrated vocalizations of 

pleasure by laughing in response to social stimuli (three 

month level), and he occasionally prolonged a single vowel 

utterance. When using a communication dial board, Nathan 

demonstrated two intents by stopping the dial in the 

appropriate corner when the clinician signed "eat." These 

were thought to be intents rather than sign to word matches 

because he had been reinforced for stopping at that point on 

several occasions and he continued to stop in the same 

corner even after the pictures of "eat" and "sleep" were 

switched on the communication dial. These were the only 

intents he was observed to demonstrate. Nathan's expressive
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language was assessed to be at the 3-4 month level.

Nathan demonstrated pragmatic skills (how one uses 

• language) at a 2-4 month level during the evaluation. He

had difficulty attending and maintaining eye contact when 

engaging with the clinician on structured matching tasks.

He would attend to structured tasks for approximately 5 

seconds and then turn away. Nathan demonstrated scattered 

social-emotional skills from the 3-6 month level. Skills

included spontaneous social smile, laughing aloud and 

smiling in response to smiles of others, and attending to a 

mirror. Nathan's family reported his ability to enjoy 

social play and track a slowly moving object.

Nathan demonstrated cognitive skills between the 0-6 

month level during the evaluation. He showed pleasure when 

touched or handled, inspected surroundings, and showed 

active interest in person of choice for at least one minute. 

He did not demonstrate an understanding of causality.

During most of the evaluation, Nathan smiled and wase
interested in and attentive to his new surroundings. When 

people entered the room he showed excitement and was 

visually alert. Occasionally, he would momentarily focus on 

a face or object, similar behavior to that of an infant.

Due to the results of the evaluation, it was determined that 

Nathan did not have the prelinguistic skills to use an 

augmentative communication board. According to the 

evaluation, the communicative intents of crying and yelling
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that Nathan demonstrated were similar to an infant 

expressing a need for basic care (hunger, discomfort,

• displeasure). The clinicians asserted that prior to being

able to progress in communication, Nathan's communicative 

intents must be shaped in conjunction with attending skills.

At the time of the evaluation, Nathan's mother stated 

that Nathan usually indicated his wants and needs by 

vocalizing loudly and sometimes by looking at the desired 

item. She reported using sign language for certain things 

with Nathan and that she thought he understood the concept 

of the signs "eat," "drink," and "sleep." She regarded 

certain behaviors of Nathan such as tightening up, yelling, 

or laughing as signs of him understanding some things. She 

reported that Nathan had started to use a communication 

board, composed of six pictures, two years before the 

evaluation. However, Nathan's school teacher judged that 

Nathan did not show an understanding of the pictures on the 

board, the concept of yes/no, or cause and effect. Nathan's 

mom stated that Nathan had demonstrated an understanding of 

cause and effect through the use of a call switch and switch 

activated toys. Nathan's parents also related that Nathan 

had demonstrated an early form of turn-taking when his 

father played peek-a-boo and Nathan would take his turn by 

giggling.
Nathan's school teacher had been working with Nathan

for two years before the evaluation and described a program
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with Nathan in which he was being trained to make choices by

way of operant conditioning. In the program, Nathan used

9 two pressure switches on each side of his head, one that

turned on a light and the other a dummy switch. He was then 

reinforced with food or drink when he hit the light switch. 

Data was calculated when Nathan hit the right switch.

Nathan seemed to hit the switches randomly and did not 

evidence an understanding of cause and effect or making a

choice.

Informal Skills Assessment

The author has performed a recent informal assessment 

of Nathan's communication skills using a form provided by 

Family Outreach of Helena (see Appendix B). The assessment 

sheets contain the categories of function, form, and 

context. Functions are the results that a child's behavior 

accomplishes (e.g., greeting, request, protest), or the 

reasons for communication (as stated by Reinhartsen, et al., 

1997). Forms are the actual specific behaviors (modes of 

communication) the child does to accomplish a function. 

Context is the setting or circumstances under which the 

child uses specific forms for specific functions. The 

assessment was performed through the author's observations 

and an interview with the client's mother.
The first section of the assessment comprises receptive 

skills. Nathan has fulfilled the function of anticipating 

routines mostly through the forms of laughing and tightening
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up. As Nathan is wheeled into the kitchen for snack time 

after school, he appears to get excited and laughs. When 

Nathan sees his bus, he also starts laughing and tightening 

up. He drools when he sees food, relaxes on his way to his 

room at bedtime, tightens up when he sees his toothbrush, 

and will close his mouth on the toothbrush.

Nathan does fulfill the function of responding to his 

name through visual means of looking at the person speaking, 

but he is inconsistent in this and does not carry it out in 

all contexts. Nathan fulfills the function of understanding 

"no" if the context also includes a stern tone of voice, 

finger to mouth, or "shh." Nathan will stop being

disruptive, but is inconsistent in this.

Nathan has fulfilled the function of responding to a 

request for action through a switch in behavior, such as 

when he stops laughing while eating if told to or relaxes if 

patted and told to relax. However, this behavior is also 

inconsistent and likely depends on tone of voice, whether it 

is stern or comforting.

Nathan does not respond to a request for continuation 

of an activity that he is doing. He has responded to choice 

of objects but not so clearly to choice of activities 

through visual means of looking at an item or through verbal 

means of laughing. If given two choices of food (food and 

milk) held one above the other, Nathan has looked at one or 

the other. However, it is often unclear if Nathan is really
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choosing between the items. Nathan will often laugh if 

given milk rather than a bite of food and will turn his

• mouth away if he does not want something.

Nathan will respond to a greeting by looking at the 

person and laughing mostly when the greeting is from a 

familiar person, such as his mom or other family member. 

Nathan has terminated interactions by looking away from a 

person, turning his head away, or tightening up and pulling 

away (this happens mostly during unpleasant activities such 

as stretching or face washing). Nathan will acknowledge an 

object or person by looking at it, laughing at familiar 

people, and tightening up with unfamiliar people.

Nathan seems to recognize certain people, objects, and 

activities but does not seem to recognize pictures. He 

laughs when familiar people interact with him, and he laughs 

when milk is being poured or given to him. He will show 

excitement when turning onto the driveway of his home or 

when going somewhere in the van. He sometimes responds to 

questions, such as, "Are you hungry?" or "Are you tired?" 

with a laugh, but does not respond to questions in any other 

form. He does respond to joking, teasing, warning, and 

exclamation. He laughs at game playing, such as peek-a-boo, 

and looks at a caregiver when he or she uses a tone of voice 

that denotes exclamation or warning.

Nathan does not demonstrate the functions of imitation

(verbally or gesturally); response to step commands;
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understanding of size, location, or placement of objects; 

understanding of action words; transferring or sharing of 

objects, understanding of prepositions, understanding of 

"mine," or response to a request for an object.

The second portion of the assessment encompasses 

expressive communication. Nathan has fulfilled the function 

of calling people or seeking attention by laughing, 

hollering, or looking at someone, but it is not definite 

whether he shows the intent of calling someone. Nathan 

protests through moaning, crying, or tightening up.

Nathan has fulfilled the function of request for 

actions or a continuation of an activity through looking 

after someone who is leaving or laughing or hollering if he 

needs stimulation or something performed for him, but he is 

not consistent in this. Nathan has shown that he best 

requests objects from a maximum of two choices held up 

vertically to each other, although as said above, he is not

consistent in this.

Nathan's greetings (laughs, smiles, looks) seem to be 

more of a receptive skill to someone else's greetings rather 

than an expressive skill. Nathan has not demonstrated the 

ability to label or name; comment on an object or action; 

answer; command or direct; request information; or joke, 

tease, warn, alarm, or exclaim.

Overall, Nathan's intents for the various communicative 

functions often seem ambiguous and inconsistent. However,
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he does demonstrate strengths in the receptive areas of 

anticipation of routines; recognition of familiar people, 

foods, and activities; acknowledgment of a person who walks 

in a room and of objects that are held up in front of him; 

and response to greetings. Nathan's form of communication 

is mainly nonsymbolic (or preintentional) (as described by 

Reinhartsen, et al., 1997). Nathan may demonstrate 

intentional communication by requesting more of something 

through a look or verbalization and showing preference for 

an object through a look or laughter.

Needs Assessment

Issues to consider in the needs assessment include 

when, where, and why Nathan needs to communicate (as stated 

by Light, et al., 1998). Nathan's mother has expressed that 

she would like a way for Nathan to indicate his needs and 

desires in a variety of situations and settings, such as 

when he is hungry or uncomfortable, during mealtimes, and at 

school. She would like him to be able to exert preferences 

between activities and foods or other objects. She would 

also like him to be able to socialize meaningfully with 

family and friends. Since the author worked with Nathan 

right after he got home from school three days a week, 

Nathan's needs during that time of day were to be able to 

make food choices during snack time, choose between 

activities (shopping, going for a walk, watching TV, etc.), 

and interact socially.
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Nursing Diagnosis

The following is a nursing diagnosis based on the 

• author's assessment: Impaired communication and language

skills related to cognitive and motor deficits secondary to 

cerebral palsy and microcephaly. Due to Nathan's impaired 

communication and language skills, several interventions and 

programs have been implemented throughout his life. The 

following section features various interventions based on

assessments of Nathan.

Intervention Planning and Implementation

Based on the formal assessment conducted in 1989 at the

University of Montana Speech, Hearing, and Language Clinic, 

Nathan's evaluators made some recommendations. They 

suggested that Nathan's mother set aside times during which 

she would not anticipate his needs. During these structured 

periods of time with a home trainer, Nathan's vocalizations 

would be paired simultaneously with pictures, sign language, 

and the word of the desired object Nathan wanted in order to 

teach him how to make meaningful requests. They also 

suggested that pictures (simple black and white line 

drawings) be assembled of vocabulary items which Nathan's 

mother could use with him for shaping his responses and 

teaching him receptive language. They gave the following 

example: When Nathan seemed to be requesting a drink by way

of eye gaze or vocalization, his communication partner would 

show a picture of drink, sign drink, and then give him a
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drink.

To promote Nathan's attending behaviors, they provided 

• a hierarchy for him to accomplish: Establish eye contact

with objects upon command; establish eye contact with 

people; follow a slow moving object; follow a fast moving 

object; transfer eye gaze from speaker to an object when 

object is named or signed (starting with one object and then 

adding distractors one at a time); transfer eye gaze from 

object to matched object on command (starting with two like 

objects and adding distractors one at a time); and transfer 

eye gaze from object to like picture on command (also using 

distractors).

Interventions Tried Throughout Nathan's Lifetime

Nathan's family, case workers at Family Outreach, and 

teachers, as Nathan's primary communication partners, had 

developed many goals and objectives that they implemented 

during the years before and after the formal evaluation. 

Following is a summary of various interventions they 

implemented. As a baby they tried to develop Nathan's 

ability to reach and touch objects and to develop oral 

imitation skills (after stroking his mouth in a specified 

manner while positioned in front of a mirror with a trainer 

behind him, he was to imitate specified mouth movements with 
80% accuracy). Neither of these programs was accomplished. 

When Nathan was almost three years old, they continued 

trying to develop his reach and touch skills through

47
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presenting him with objects within his reach. They also 

worked on object identity and language by presenting Nathan 

with two objects or pictures and giving the cue, "Nathan, 

look at the...(whatever the object was) ." The goal was that 

he would respond by establishing eye contact with the named 

object 9 out of 10 trials for so many days. Neither of the 

previous programs was accomplished either. Perhaps, Nathan 

had not yet established the relationship between the visual 

symbol and what the symbol stood for, as Romski, et al.

(1997) had specified as the beginning of the language 

acquisition process.

When Nathan was four years old, his trainer used an 

audiometer, which produced sounds at varying frequencies; a 

tape of his parents' voices; and speech sounds to determine 

if he would respond to the sounds. Responses were 

considered to include leg movements (kicking),

vocalizations, head turns toward the sound, and crying. 

Nathan appeared to respond consistently to lower frequencies 

(125-1000 DB) and intermittently to higher frequencies 

(2000-8000 DB). The only consistent response to the high 

sounds was crying, although his trainer was unsure whether 

this was due to the high sounds or discomfort from the 

headphones. Nathan appeared to consistently respond to the 

tape of his parents' voices and to speech sounds, which 

indicates that Nathan possibly recognized these sounds.

During this same time period, Nathan's trainers also
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worked on action causality (see Appendix Cl), object 

causality (see Appendix C2), choice-making (see Appendix 

C3), visual tracking (see Appendix C4), and reaching and 

touching (see Appendix C5). When an action was performed 

and then stopped, or a "movement" toy activated and then 

stopped for the action and object causality programs, Nathan 

was to indicate a desire for action or object reactivation 

through physical movements or verbalizations within five 

seconds at an 80% success rate over so many days. These 

causality programs were similar to the means-end 

relationship programs developed for Joey in the case study 

reported by Reinhartsen, et al. (1997) and were designed to

show a means-end relationship to Nathan. It was noted that 

Nathan did complete these programs.

When Nathan was presented with his snack and juice for 

the choice-making program, he was to switch his glance 

between the objects within 20 seconds after his trainer 

said, "Nathan, what do you want? Show me with your eyes." 

Nathan did not complete this program, although this sort of 

thing would be difficult to assess considering that Nathan 

may have wanted the same thing every time or neither the 

snack or juice. Nathan may not have had the skills 

necessary for choice-making, which is considered a higher 

level skill by Reinhartsen, et al. (1997).

The visual tracking included the trainer giving the 

cue, "Nathan, look," and moving the object up and down, left
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and right, and in a circular pattern in front of his face 

(auditory and visual stimulation in order to increase

S attending skills as in the case study with Joey). Results

were inconclusive whether Nathan completed either this 

program or the reach and touch program.

In 1986 when Nathan was almost six years old, his 

trainers implemented a discriminative switch activation 

program in order to increase Nathan's means-end skills as 

described by Reinhartsen, et al (1997). He was given two 

switches (one live and one dead) in a fixed position by his 

head (high-tech AAC system as described by Light, et al., 

1998, and positioned by his head in order to capitalize on 

his head movement). The live switch was connected to a toy 

or other appliance. Nathan was to activate the live switch 

1.5 times more than the dead switch for several days (later 

changed to 2 out of 3 trials). One goal sheet stated that 

Nathan was close to completion when he became ill. A later 

goal sheet stated that the program was dropped due to 

Nathan's difficulty in finding the appropriate switch.

A communication board (light-tech AAC device as 

described by Light, et al., 1998) training program was also 

started. Nathan was shown a picture and a blank card on the 

board and was to look at the picture for 3 seconds on 3 out 
of 5 trials for two consecutive days when given a verbal cue 

and sign (in order to increase attending skills). He was 

also shown two pictures on the board to discriminate
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between. The goal sheet states that Nathan completed both 

of these programs. However, almost a year later, Nathan's

9 goal sheets indicate that these same types of programs were

dropped due to a need for prerequisite attending skills, 

which means he was failing to look at the pictures.

Nathan's mother reported that Nathan had attended to the 

communication board the first time the programs were 

implemented, but that later on he would turn his face away 

from the board whenever it was shown to him.

A visual pursuit and object permanence program (as 

described by Reinhartsen, et al., 1997) was also implemented 

in which Nathan's mother would cover her face (or part of 

her face) with a cloth and either continue talking or not 

continue talking. Nathan was to continue looking at his 

mother for 5 seconds on 3 out of 5 trials for two

consecutive days. The goal sheet states that Nathan 

accomplished this. The data sheet (see Appendix DI) shows 

inconsistency in Nathan's responses at first, but for thee last six trials, Nathan performed the objective.

Nathan's trainers implemented a program of responding 

to communication from others (receptive communication, as 

described by Light, et al., 1998), in which when Nathan's 

name was called, he was to turn in the direction of his name 
on 3 of 3 trails for 3 consecutive training days. According 

to both the goal sheet and data sheet (see Appendix D2),

Nathan accomplished this. However, the data did not specify
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whether Nathan appeared to respond just to the sound or if 

he really responded to his name. If he responded to his

• name, then that would have indicated he had made a symbolic

relationship between the sound of his name and himself, 

which according to Paul (1997) is a key to further 

development of symbolic language.

Nathan also accomplished an environmental awareness 

program in which an object would fall from view while making 

a noise. Nathan was to look in the direction of the fallen 

object for 4 out of 5 trials for 3 consecutive training 

days. Nathan did not accomplish a similar program in which 

an object would fall quietly from view, which possibly means 

his auditory skills are more reliable than his visual 

skills. Nathan's goal sheet states that he was very close 

to reaching the criteria for a program in which a buzzer was 

attached to his wheelchair, and Nathan was to activate the 

switch at least 5 times for 5 consecutive training days.

In the years after Nathan's formal evaluation, many 

similar programs were implemented and involved choice-making 

between two food items; turn-taking with a trainer (a form 

of expressive communication as characterized by Light, et 

al., 1998), in which a head switch was provided for Nathan 

to take turns with the trainer in activating a game or 
appliance, and Nathan was to take at least 5 turns during a 

ten-minute session; and using his head switch to produce two

effects in his environment (lighting, activation of a game,
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etc.). Another program involved Nathan (with hand splints 

on) activating a head or hand switch while positioned near a

Q scanner (high-tech AAC device as described by Stach, 1997)

to make up to 3 choices on the scanner 3 times per day for 

several days. In 1994, a program was implemented with a 

computer, head switch, and cause/effect software, in which 

the goal was to start and stop a graphic that moved across 

the screen. Nathan was to activate the switch at least 5

times in a 20 minute period for three sessions.

Throughout this time Nathan was placed with students

his age in school. Nathan's family and case workers came up 

with a list of ideas for teachers to use when modeling 

positive interactions with Nathan and his peers (see 

Appendix E). These suggestions correspond to more of an 

incidental teaching approach rather than direct teaching 

approach as described by Romski, et al. (1997). This

approach also fulfills Reinhartsen's (1997) objective that 

the communication system be used across all environments and 

that communication partners model the forms of communication 

used for various interactions.

During the year the author worked with Nathan on his 

communication skills, the goals set in order to fulfill his 

after-school needs focused on building upon his strengths 
and developing meaningful opportunities for communication, 

as contended by Light (1997). The overall goals were to 

increase Nathan's attending skills, means-end knowledge, and
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choice-making skills, much the same as the goals in 

Reinhartsen, et al.'s (1997) case study with Joey. Nathan

£ was able to localize sound, track objects briefly, had

demonstrated some means-end knowledge in the past, and was 

able to show pleasure and dislike, much like Joey. One 

objective was to allow Nathan to choose between food objects 

held vertically to each other in front of him by relying on 

his present skill of eye gazing. Since his attending skills 

had not always been consistent (as determined through the 

assessment), the author would name each food object while 

gently shaking it in front of the subject to draw attention 

to it and then allowing the subject time until he looked at 

one object or the other. These spoken and gestural prompts 

were to elicit from Nathan the communicative function of a

request, as stated in Polanska and Bedrosian's (1997) case 

study. As soon as he looked at one of the objects, that 

food or drink would be given to him, thus demonstrating a 

means-end relationship to Nathan. If he failed to look ate either object, the author would set them down and wait a 

short time before trying again, as that could have meant he 

did not want either object (for data, see Appendix F).

Another objective was that Nathan would show preference 

for an activity by choosing that activity through use of a 
communication board with pictures (as described by Doyle & 

DeRuyter, 1995, and Reinhartsen, et al., 1997). Nathan's 

communication board was used to present photographic
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pictures representing activities (e.g. picture of a store to 

represent shopping, picture of a television to represent

£ watching television, picture of a nearby lake to represent

going for a walk there). Photographic pictures, instead of 

symbolic line drawings, were used to make the

representations as realistic as possible since Nathan relied 

primarily on nonsymbolic, or preintentional, communication 

skills (as described by Reinhartsen, et al., 1997) . A 

maximum of two pictures were velcroed to the board 

vertically to each other. Only two pictures were used in 

order to ease the amount of attending Nathan had to do to 

make a choice. To increase Nathan's attending skills, the 

author would point to and name each picture while holding 

the board at eye level in front of him. Nathan failed to

attend to the communication board at all in most instances 

and if he did, he only glanced at it too briefly to

determine if he had made a choice.

Evaluation

Nathan's family and caseworkers have used several AAC 

strategies and systems with him, including unaided, no-tech, 

light-tech, and high-tech systems. They have attempted to 

capitalize on Nathan's unaided behaviors, such as eye-gaze, 

laughter, crying, and other vocalizations. They have tried 
to log what Nathan's already existing behaviors mean (no

tech) ; provided toys, games, objects and pictures to 

represent other things, and a communication board with
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pictures (light-tech); and provided high-tech switches, a 

scanner, and a computer (high-tech). They have taken

£ Nathan's mobility into consideration by providing a head

switch. They have also attempted to compensate for Nathan's 

sensory impairments by providing both auditory and visual

cues.

As stated previously, simply providing AAC systems is 

not sufficient to ensure effective communication (Light, et 

al., 1998). Linguistic (receptive and expressive skills), 

operational (technical skills in operating systems), social 

(skills necessary to facilitate interaction), and

compensatory strategies (strategies to overcome functional 

limitations) are required in order to use AAC effectively. 

Nathan has been set back by the inconsistent receptive and 

expressive skills he has demonstrated. Intrinsic factors of 

neurological and neuromotor status and the resulting lack of 

cognitive and communication skills have contributed to a 

less stable foundation of symbol and word comprehension for

Nathan. Extrinsic factors have been favorable in that 

Nathan's family is loving and supportive, has tried 

diligently to overcome resource barriers, has provided 

opportunities for meaningful communication, and has 

considered his communication needs in various environments. 
Nathan's mother's concern early on that she was pre-empting 

his needs and desires was overcome as much as possible

through setting aside times in which she would not
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anticipate his needs.

Nathan appears to continue to rely primarily on forms 

S of nonsymbolic communication, including muscle tone and

vocalizations to convey wants, needs, likes, and dislikes. 

Nathan has shown some skills with the various communicative 

functions of causality (when he would indicate a desire for 

continuation of an activity through physical movements and 

verbalizations); some attending skills and object permanence 

skills (when he would look in the direction of a falling 

object and keep his gaze on his mother after she would cover 

her face; and receptive skills (when he would turn toward 

someone who was calling his name). However, Nathan does not 

continue to perform many skills consistently, including 

responding when his name is called (he may have been 

responding just to the sound). He does continue to perform 

the attending skill of looking at someone when they enter 

the room or when they look at him and smile or say 

something.

Choice-making programs have appeared to be ambiguous.

It is difficult to determine whether Nathan is really making 

a choice, partly because he does not appear to strongly 

indicate through pleasure or displeasure whether the 

communication partner has provided the right choice. During 
the food choice program, Nathan often seemed to show more 

pleasure when he was given milk. However, according to the

data sheets (see Appendix F), Nathan did not choose milk
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with his eye gaze the majority of the time.

Programs including hi-tech devices have not been 

extremely successful so far. Nathan came near to completing 

the program in which he would activate the buzzer switch on 

his wheelchair, but he no longer uses this switch. Nathan 

does not use any other switches or the computer at the 

present time for several reasons. Nathan's mother reported 

that it was difficult to keep the head switch operating and 

that Nathan would use it excessively. Nathan also underwent 

a craniofacial surgery that made it painful for him to use 

the switch, and he received a new chair that presented 

problems for mounting a switch. Nathan's mother also 

reported that Nathan seemed to become bored with the 

computer program in which he was to start and stop the 

graphic moving across the screen and that there were no 

other programs he could perform at the time.

Although certain children remain at the preintentional 

level of communication, the success of any intervention 

depends on identifying appropriate goals, and these goals 

must build upon the strengths of the individual, as Light 

(1997) contended. Nathan possesses the strengths of 

anticipating routines, recognizing familiar people, reacting 

to unfamiliar people, reacting to different tones of voice, 
eye-gazing, some attending and causality skills, and 

possibly some choice-making skills.
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Discussion, Conclusions, and Recommendations 

Learning to communicate with someone who has special

needs requires a strong desire to help the individual 

fulfill their communication goals. Many positive 

interactions may occur with patience, knowledge of the 

individual's deficits, and strategies to facilitate the 

individual. Nurses may have many opportunities to interact 

with clients who have impaired communication and are vital 

to the process of assisting the client understand what is 

going on around them, indicate needs and desires, impart 

information, and develop social closeness. The case study 

with Nathan has taught the author that although 

communication may not occur in traditional ways or be simple 

to achieve, communicative interactions are still meaningful 

and vital to one's existence. Hopefully, Nathan will 

continue in his process of developing communicative 

competence by building upon his skills.

RecQmmendatiQns Based on Case Study
As with Reinhartsen, et al.'s (1997) case study of

Joey, the boy who had cognitive and communication deficits 

related to global developmental delay, Nathan could continue 

developing his means-end knowledge to interact with toys, 

games, and other people. Nathan had gained experience with 
the buzzer switch on his wheelchair and with the object 

permanence program in which his mother would cover her face

with a towel. Perhaps programs that combine these two
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concepts in a means-end relationship should be continued. A 

trainer could hide behind a towel until Nathan hits a buzzer 

switch. Every time Nathan hits the switch, the trainer 

appears from behind the towel. Perhaps by focusing just on 

means-end relationships, a better foundation would be 

established for choice-making. Instead of encouraging 

Nathan to make a choice between objects or activities, one 

object (or gesture) could be provided to represent an 

activity (see Appendix G for examples of object and gesture 

cues). When Nathan looks at the object, then the activity 

is performed. As Paul (1997) emphasized, the instruction of 

symbolic units (through symbolic objects, gestures, play, 

etc.) at initial stages of communication is a basis for 

transition to symbolic language. The previous suggestions 

are made in acknowledgment that many similar interventions 

have been attempted throughout the years but also that 

communicative competence needs to be learned step by step 

(Light, 1997) .

Parental Needs

The author has also considered the significance of 

parental needs. Angelo, Stephen, Kokoska, and Jones (1996) 

have conducted a study intended to identify the extent of 

family needs for assistance related to assistive devices and 
technology services for children and young adults between 

ages 13 and 21 who use assistive devices to overcome 

impaired speech and writing abilities. The participants
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were 85 mothers and 47 fathers of children who were using 

assistive devices in Pennsylvania schools during the 1992- 

1993 school year. The instrument used in the study was the 

Assistive Advice Technology Needs Scale (ADTNS) (Angelo & 

Jones, 1991), a self-report instrument distributed by mail.

Mothers' and fathers' priority needs were ranked based 

on the percentage of responses. The intention was to 

identify the top five priorities for both caregivers, 

although seven needs were ranked for the fathers due to tied 

rankings within the top priorities. For mothers the 

priority needs in rank order were having social 

opportunities for the AAC adolescent with nondisabled peers 

(54.1%), integrating assistive devices in the community 

(48.8%), having social opportunities for the AAC adolescent 

with other assistive device users (47.6%), increasing 

knowledge of assistive devices (46.4%), and planning for 

future communication needs (44.6%). For fathers the 

priority needs were planning for future communication needs 

(50%), knowing how to maintain or repair an assistive device 

(48.9%), increasing knowledge of assistive devices (44.7%), 

integrating assistive devices at home (44.7%), integrating 

assistive devices in educational settings (43.5%), knowing 

how to program an assistive device (43.5%), and getting 
computer access for the adolescent (43.2%).

Among the top priorities of mothers and fathers were

needs for increasing knowledge of assistive devices.
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Professionals must focus on helping parents gain the 

knowledge needed to make informed choices about technology 

and services for their children. Planning for future 

communication needs was another priority for both fathers 

and mothers and involves upgrading assistive devices and 

ensuring access to services to meet those needs. Parent and 

family needs are continuous and extend across the life span 

(Angelo, et al., 1996).

The study results show that mothers have strong needs 

for their adolescents to enjoy friendships and social 

opportunities that extend beyond home and into the 

community. Professionals can encourage and promote 

community integration and help families mobilize necessary 

community resources and supports (Angelo, et al., 1996).

The results show that fathers need instruction and support 

on integrating assistive devices at home, programming 

devices, and maintaining or repairing devices.

The researchers cautioned against generalizing these 

findings to a larger population due to an agency-specific 

sample (families were registered in the database of the 

Pennsylvania Assistive Technology Center) and due to the 

demographic status of the families (primarily educated, 

white, middle-class, two-parent households). However, the 
study is useful in recognizing that needs for assistive 

technology devices and services can influence intervention

outcomes and that family needs should be considered
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throughout AAC assessment and intervention (Angelo, et al., 

1996). The family must be strengthened in ways that make 

members feel competent rather than dependent on

professionals and services.

Nathan's mother has expressed a desire for others to be 

able to understand Nathan's needs and desires, for Nathan to 

socialize with family and friends, and for others to 

understand the meaning behind his behaviors. Interventions 

such as the one with a buzzer switch and a person appearing 

from behind a towel are a step toward Nathan being able to 

indicate needs and desires and provide a type of interaction 

that develops social closeness. Another very useful 

intervention is a communication dictionary, or a list of 

Nathan's behaviors and their meanings. Nathan's mother has 

already listed many of these (see Appendix H for list of 

behaviors that also pertained to the classroom setting).

Nathan's Future

Another important consideration is Nathan's future. He 

is now nineteen years old. Nathan's family and caseworkers 

have listed ideas for an occupation for Nathan (see Appendix 

I). Nathan may not be able to contribute to an occupation 

in the same capacity as many people, but as Odom and 

Upthegrove (1997) emphasized, a meaningful work life must 
also be considered for people with disabilities. Nathan is 

currently in his first year following completion of high 

school. In the mornings he spends time with a personal care
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provider doing recreational activities such as going to the 

library or spending time at food share. Five afternoons a

d week he works as an assistant to a fellow worker at Helena

Industries, Helena, MT. The worker pushes Nathan's wheel 

chair while they transport materials between work areas. 

Nathan's mother has reported that Nathan seems to enjoy the 

time that he spends at Helena Industries.

Future Developments in AAC

Future developments for illiterate and language-

impaired individuals will consist of a larger selection of 

symbols to choose from and will draw upon photography 

technology to offer more lifelike representations (Stach, 

1997). However, according to Stach (1997), many language- 

impaired individuals, especially individuals who have no 

detectable communicative intent or those who have apparent 

intent but no means by which that intent can be generated 

and entered to an AAC system, experience residual receptive 

and expressive language deficits that interfere with the 

basic skills needed to access and use most AAC systems.

The functional use of AAC technology by language- 

impaired individuals will continue to be limited unless 

there are advances in the identification and analysis of 

communicative intent and in the "thought-representation-to- 
expressive-language conversion process" (Stach, 1997, p. 

198). Due to Nathan's microcephaly, he may continue to be 

limited in this process and in the functional use of AAC
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technology. The loss of brain matter may be too great for 

Nathan to reach a consistent level of symbolic 

communication. Perhaps advances in the area of 

communicative intent and how to derive intent from an 

individual with major deficits will be necessary for people 

like Nathan to reach higher levels of communication. 

Relevance to Nursing

This paper has elaborated on a topic considered more 

under the scope of speech and language pathology rather than 

nursing. However, since nursing is a holistic discipline, 

the topic of communication is extremely relevant to nursing 

and contributes understanding to an area the author found 

lacking during a review of the nursing body of literature. 

Further, the review of studies in the areas of speech, 

language, and communication yielded primarily case studies. 

Ratcliffe, Cress, and Soto (1997) have reported that there 

has been a recognized need at the federal level for a 

specific focus on hypothesis-driven investigations of the 

impact of AAC systems on the lives of children and adults 

using them.

Communication with clients is critical whether in the 

pediatric area or adult and geriatric areas. Reinhartsen, 

et al. (1997) have asserted that although speech-language 

pathologists, occupational therapists, and physical 

therapists have been most involved with assistive technology 

services traditionally, other professionals have become more
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actively involved due to the adoption of interdisciplinary 

team models for early intervention. Nurses must be aware of 

the communication process in impaired individuals in order 

to aid early intervention and to participate within the 

interdisciplinary team. Nurses must also keep in mind 

communication goals other than indicating needs and wants. 

The nurse must spend time and encourage family and friends 

to spend time with the client developing social closeness 

through the chosen methods of communication.

e
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Appendix Al

Unaided, No-tech, and Light-tech AAC Strategies

Choice-making: involves presenting two or more objects for
an individual to choose from by pointing, eye gaze, or 
holding up the object.

Gesturing: helps client call attention, greet people, or 
indicate basic needs.

Writ.t..ej3,. QhQi.se.. conyeraation: involves writing out potential 
responses for the client so that they can point to the 
desired response.

Rating scales: involve writing down a number scale from 1-5 
so that the client can point to a number to indicate the 
extent of his or her feelings about a particular subject.

Yes/no responses: involve the client indicating yes or no 
through holding up a card, verbalizing, and /or head 
movements.

Communication boards: feature pictures or words related to 
everyday needs or conversation topics to help a person 
participate in specific activities or conversations.

Communication notebooks: include several pages of words 
and/or pictures that convey everyday or special information 
and may include blank paper on which the client can draw or 
write.

Writing/Drawing: involve encouraging the client to attempt
writing word fragments or drawing simple pictures to help 
provide topic clues.

Doyle & DeRuyter (1995)

Object representation: objects used to represent
activities, such as a ball to represent playing ball outside 
or a cassette tape to represent listening to music 
(Reinhartsen, et al., 1997).

Souvenirs: souvenirs from special events, such as a ticket
stub from a movie or a leaf from a field trip, can be 
collected to set the context for a conversation (Dowden, 
1997) .

Personal activity calendar: developed for a child to set 
the context for past and future events that are not part of 
the normal routine (Dowden, 1997).
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Appendix A2 

High-tech AAC Devices

Variety of electronic devices: contain standard templates 
of letters, words, and symbols that produce prerecorded 
vocalizations, printed messages on visual displays, or paper 
readouts.

Computer technology: 1)Dedicated systems specifically 
designed for communication and may include just a standard 
keyboard and speech synthesizer or may be interfaced with 
personal computers, printers, and environmental control 
systems (for turning lights on and off, opening and closing 
doors, etc.). 2)Integrated systems are computer-based aids 
used for communication as well as other computer
applications.

Special.software..programs : improved screen displays for
users with visual deficits, high-quality speech synthesis 
involving the reproduction or construction of digitally 
stored human voice, multiple input modes.

Selection techniques: various techniques to select letters, 
words, or symbols on computerized devices- a) direct 
selection through motor activity such as pointing or eye 
gaze; b) scanning technique that requires less motor 
movement, which includes small unlit lights located at each 
target symbol that turn on successively, and when the light 
next to the target is illuminated, a motor movement, such as 
a raised eyebrow or finger lift, is used to indicate the 
target; c) switches activated through head pointers, mouth 
sticks, eye movements, and infrared signals emitted from 
special headbands.

Keyboard modifications: smaller number of keys, enlarged 
keys, keys grouped more efficiently, keyboard symbols 
representing common objects, actions, and emotions instead 
of word-generated messages.

Word prediction: computer program that "predicts" what 
letter or word should come next as the user inputs a message 
to the system in order to decrease labor and increase speed 
of communication.

Computerized dictionary: based on an individual's own 
vocabulary and adapts continuously to the personalized 
vocabulary as the communication process proceeds.

Stach (1997)
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Appendix B

RECEPTIVE COMMUNICATION 
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!=!__Responds to 1=
!=i request for object 1=

.i.i. ................ .......... i.
1.1 1.
1*1 1
i«i_____Responds to 1
!*! greeting 1

_____ .1.1 I

l.l 1
1*1 I
i»{_Understands !
!•! 'nine' 1
■i.i------------------------------------. i
• I I
l.l 1
1*1 I
{=!____Jeriinate inter-
!=', action '
.i.i i

1*1 1
l-l '
1*1 1
!«!_Transfer, share |
',»! objects i

.1.1____ . - ....
II
l.l
1*1
!=!____Understands
',»! prepositions

-l.l . - -
II
l.l
1*1
13S_____Acknowledge
•s'. i*i

-».i
n
*,=1____Recognizes

people, objects,
!•! pictures, activities 
i,i
II
!«!____.Understands size
!»', location, placenent 

.!»! ofobjects
- ... i.i . ------- ..

1*1

FO JIB ! = ! FUNCTION !«J

Auditory Visual Gestural Sign Verbalization Snitch i«! i«i
l.l . II

----------------------------r*> i = i
»,i i.i
i“i i-»
!«i_____Understands !»!
!»! action uords !»!

 ... l.l   l.l

*■ ’
II II
!=!___ Responds to !=!
!=! 1, 2, 3, plus step l«i
!=1 connand !*!

-- - .. -- -.1.1 ____ __ -.1.1
l-l l-l
1,1 1,1
1*1 II
!’!_Responds to !»'
'»! questions !={
l.l 1 1
ri i-i
!=!____Responds to !»i
!*! joking, teasing, i=l
!=! naming, exclamation^!
l.l l.ln l-i
i.i i.i
i*i i*i
l=»____Iiitatiwi-
!«', verbal, gestural J>‘,

------------------------- .i.i ii

j*j CONTEXT (for consent)

!*! CONTEXT (for com nt)

Contin
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=S5=S5S=:====5======:

Vocalizations
(vowels, consonants, coabinations)

. i.

EXPRESSIVE COMMUNICATION 

PRELIN6UISTIC AND/OR LINGUISTIC

FORMS FUNCTION ',=! CONTEXT (for coanent)

Gestures 
(eyes, head, trunk, arts, legs, 

hands, feet)

Switch Verbalization
(words)

Other-sign M I’la) Does child act on environaent with 

!=! adult interpretation?
Mb) Does a specific action or sound 

M represent an action/object?
Me) Is there consistency in conteit?
Md) Include description of child's state. 
M») Include place of observation.

!*!____Call people M
M (Attention seeking)',-)

1.1

•i~i 
i.> 
i_i 
1.1 
»“l_

Protest

-Request action M

5=!____Request con

i’! tinuation of 
M activity (actions)

’ll
M____Request from
M choice of objects

l*f
1.1 
• "I
1.1 
l“l_

and/or activities M

K*!

-Greet
1.1 
• “I 

,1-1.

Contin
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Tbe/as

11 RtnoTO <1
I.I
I.I
1*1
I.I
1*1
I.I

vocalizations
(vowels, consonants, conbinations)

Gestures
(eyes, head, trunk, arms, legs, 

hands, feet)

Switch Verbalization
(words)

Other-sign h|
isi
i.i
i’i

I.I
I’I
i’i____leninate inter-

1 1 
l-l 
1*1 
I.I 
1*1

i’i action I-I
1*1

» ---------------------I.I __ ----------- 1.1 W, - , 1 ___ 1 *
l = l 1*
i’i Other, transfer 1 _

1 ■
5=5 share objects

— _ i.i - . .

1.
1*
1.

i.i
i*i
5=5____Acknowledge
i.i
i*i

...................... i-i^— ------------

1
1.
1*
1.
1*
1.
I*

J-
i.i

•l
1.

1=1__ Label/nate 1.
1 -

I.I
1*1

..............-J -1 ---------------------
5s

I.I
i
i.

1*1 i*
i’i Consent on ;s
i’i object

-_l,l ___
!’
1

I.I
1*1
i’i Consent on

■l"
1.
1.

i’i action
- . ...__ _ I.I- — .... -----

1-
1*

. 1
1 1 - 1 1
I.I 1.
i’» r
!*!____ftnswer i»
I.I 1.
1*1 1*

• l_l^- . 1-

*

■" 1 ‘ 1 >———— 
I.I
1*1
i’i____Connand/direct

■l
1.
I'
1.
1*

I.I
i’i

____________I-I
!>

■■■■■■■■■■■», -1
I.I ■■l

Js
i’i____Request infor- :=
i’i nation 1.

1-
----------------- ■ IU—1--------------------------------

1=!.___ Joke, tease, i.
i*

i’i tram, alarm. i.
r

" ....... i’i exclaim 
——I’i

i
r
i

ConTfexr

( (a f COmm g

Family Outreach Core Skills Notebook (no copyright)
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Appendix Cl
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Appendix C2
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Appendix C3

LA

t

r
t.

e

n>X3
anm
Q> r+X 
ft (VO 
fD an>

aa o

OQJ aQ) •H O ’I ZT CLfD fD _i
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3■a
c+

3•a
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3

□

rV/f-.
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3
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p
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O
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I
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Appendix C5



rd
00 Child's Name: AS r< .thrL,

Program: /,roR. cU < Ci

Co
mm

un
ic

at
iv

e 
Co

mp
et

en
ce -d z Cori- e. .<_+

- Z. i/vctsi- <-<-'V'

Date Phase/Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

'27-St- S-tcZ? ~t- - — —
1

5-k-^ / - +-

/-?Z>
r

1/ — — «- -

t- — —

/< i- - - -

»?-y - - - *

p-s — — — - —

P-6 _ __ — — — —

2-7 — — A 4- -A — - —

4- — —
II :

— r r -H —

)-/-* — - 7- ¥~

— 4— — —

-a '!(<■>
'A.

t^rtf baJ/oiH^,
- — 7-' •y-

'i'rr

— — - —

1-/0 - - -f- -

J 73 - — — —
?-/6

A - - -



From: To:

.'■>/ et. i J/7X.< f —

Trials

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 17 18 19 20 Comments

J-
n. f. '-/J

y — A

J J?
«—\'

A A A A

f<£> y- t~ y- y- y- JJ

c 5-< A f y- y-

c
?- so A T~ -f- A -

V 3-iu A +- - - -t-

jcQJ
hJLe

ZjU 4%
L. In/

J r o
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Appendix D2
1
•

• &f
iK

D
ate

R

5L

Phase/Step

\fc 'Vfr 1 $ H*

, v "V > K)
i. >•
’ ’A t1 > £ -v S CO

'Va 'VS > £ |C P

+5 +S ■v? U1

-vs t £ Av CD

AS t£ ASV
w ’•J

ts >£U
\ V
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CA \ £ ID

s-t'\ C' ■vS s
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I—1
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'V» Au H1
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H
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U
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Appendix E

Date Trnr When offered choice, what did Mathan do.?
(eye sate, head turn, body lean, etc., iQAoft;

Direction
(left/right)

Items Offered 
(Circle item chosen,

1 CD acoJJ
—

yvvdL/e

r i i

(' >4^>-<W>vl ) i

<4 fM-wvt
1 S' . :

f ivCcUs^

q 3

k i ^u--v>r

I'O
V

(l 0

caJk&x

1 d nazis-M rv^lK. cpajuU.

iCidF 4«n e&frv'tkcfct- A • b jIZ:
1 (soLcd

(fhwMir# >
f*
7

r 1 J it

CizXAjxi

(
vyi/^dLj'^C

) 1-.-^ A
(fp-'-UJcj

i « £,0

)
l»/j \ T>t3^Lfi 4

'.V-'-jJa
rv

C^i/xX-O-/leeVx^l cluJ(U|

C/vwlk ) roA<^

i

I nA jo-oaJ, twaX/cL.

toA (e&Ux J
/

!fvs-k o d i/<^uA^z

 (
)

\(^

~4

—

u 1

yy^f

Contin.
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INDICATING CHOICE
Date Tmr When offered choice, what didcAHd do7 

(eye gaze, head turn, body lean, etc.)
Direction

(left/right)
z-x Iteos Offered ,

uA/f-'’ (Circle itea chosen] ctfrU-^ 1

Cwa?) czda

I
)
/ l-IW^

x

r

J 0

^sq,Lrrf:

/
H,

»vuX^

JUjd 7H7

/

cak^

C^k&.

(
CQ^q^

iqfoH rohLCjsde^-

7 '
cOJulaJ^

\

/ .
? ?Cpa C^) ••

\cfeo
OoJQji—'-

*
n J

sxvjLb

y u

OiX'Mi \77m2

lift ad" befK-
7 J

cahj^ LuMiizAfc
V™ /

; c^moX<En

i

dicin' 4- lenife..

:I
Ltf/UcX

Iwfad
i ipr

i I azOQif/liC
? r*

j-------

Contin.
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Dote Tmr When offered choice, what did<j/)fU do?
(eye gaze, head turn, body lean, etc.)

tlUXCE

Direction
(left/right)

bCp £ kwr>—'

1 ItenB Offered 
(Circle itea chosen)

n 7 YV\jlk^

W4jcL4 fake d .
i

wklL

• . U^xs(r

VvJdie^

Jfc
U/ (T rvvcfo^)

L^
x letfhd QajM'Im cd fahh Ciy&iciSL

()

1
<r .--

V?j2*S^eX^

"T
(^

\ X
:

life

Pl&ddkq

rkdk^

(kJ)

d*brv( &&&IL. ab&suL

dudhi-i

■hrx/lfe-J

ll/n
lbche-d a j- p.ujM.)b^ . »

.<

'
b pu4^

..... 1 5^zxy~
i hdiis&i£-.- \

iwmk^
X

7j«?7>

If A,
/ frobmf (+1a^,i7z7 7T')

dlcb^'\
•-AtaZ1 aJmJLs

:
= rv^U&>

4idU‘,'4 Iph> hulk,
I

-----------------
I’Yul^— i JzfA>Vl4c<S>

Contin.
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xjiuxuAxxjito uiuxue liy )^-77 lOr

Date Trnr When offered choice, trfiat did <►/)£( cf do?
(eye gaze, head turn, body lean, etc.)

Direction
(left/right)

I teas Offered 
(Circle item chosen)

A 2

( Yrut£>^

1 </

IWCyU/^

•
1

V. SL

r

I

Sc

^/Ll
t/nnfeed lj-p

. fl LI———^——
Z )

jttn&iM uf) ZtiftsyLV^ fjZAJLAj?
/»r 7 7

1 J c#Au?n Cj?S\t A%
___ -____

(ucmMb
J

1 4 44/vl

(

lenfad ttw4'

i?/‘
d f

rruUz~ cs4c-ji^

\y c^ke

ftn4k~d
p CcJ<e^

/ fffikj-A <£&JpJ2.
f S3Jc^

i'——-
i (&J&-''

ja/iC > cL‘d,n?t 1 toffee puMw 1

Snnil&dl
CxC

cii fh^-b ' !

rtiibvt Jt&frb. (nu/a^/xK^?

Snaked f J*
[QM&d-fMffs

13/i
I&fik&d

hour tf « B Jt 's'?\

\ btS~

: "'*%!5 y'j-

ik b^v~ GWuL$£}

Contin.
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Dace Tmr When offered choice, what did<*hfU do? 
(eve gate, head turn, body lean, etc.)

aL

Oirection 
(left/right)

U~'P liens Offered

(Circle itea chosen)

JbzitL±£zS^£«

A

\^o
4/

Jl
4^

.Al

ikz

pwdd.P'/ >

dfcld ihndk-tik ejptor-

iiz

triep1^ IfK^td

------- 4x------
tfeg£e^

ifrej&d

-m

i

Contin.
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INDICATING CHOICE
Date Tmr When offered choice, what didgftfld do?

(eye gaze, head turn, body lean, etc.)
Direction

(left/right)

-----------------,--------------------------------------------------
Items Offered 

(Circle item chosen)

jot? u<-4
j

(ntdJo i -M©<YfA?d~

^tTzrfVLb'd / = zvxdk.

YYuJJc.

i

Al «Uv {- ( fYvtlk- i

o 0

i Mmaa/

cKidU^ +
i

■VwrinAu. o

JT;

-fT/AnA^e.

Ve**-

!

ah- CVM-aA

I&&LU mxfe^

cah .

,S
.(®

rahjL^

jtbi^L

H * i \ i i j C&W3L# ,

I ask&l''
■ .i j'" /J /

Jotyfeje-U rvu 5 le^ ifSiAetdi/M

0 frffb-p J C ZJ-11 cld-VA-? )
i T------------------d_-

X-KJAaaLU’ )
(ZVvaJUc^)

i

@Ft>k.cd
<rvo^-j UVC/S/CuM-

---------------------------ih---------------------------------------------------

Contin.
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C«e Tmr When offered choice, what didg/>f(d do?
(eye gaze, head turn, body lean, etc.)

tlUACh

Oirection
(left/right)

ULQ/Ifrif

Items Offered 
(Circle item chosen)

4t>i

d\cb<4 to ole.
1

UKcLL.

• lotbcC •
^dw/Lc?)

*

r.'; i

•

tUcbv'4 /VuX/$
tocrkfl-4 oeya^JL ( ivxJk^

dCS£)

cV/LiJ-V Wt YvxJLk <wa HU

(e&fc-e-gf <
cj J

i \5~X22>
i/v^-Lk,

4/
e 1

rndL/f-■
I

Ittfkjul
St

^JAuL

AjcL^h
i

tifivk-odL
1 (C^xC/

,cw^v i
2k i Vnl/4?.

V^WCrC^
» Gi

£ *» /) jL,
ST

IfenfSSi t

Contin.
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Cite Trnr When offered choice, what did<f/)t((f d°T 
(eye gaze, head turn, body lean, etc.)

Direction
(left/right)

U>p CJCCT iz-

Items Offered 
(Circle itea chosen)

\0^jUb) 1 cAu^caifet^

’ r AjSX 4>.£-

Ck&A5»?cai-’j!

4 I e-©l<L-
i
I .vu iJc^

1 jyJUsJ I / KfiXLSCfU^-

^3}
rwJLZ'

lercb-4- AHCne. <x4 4ilb yvvdUc

i /VU-LL

|e©ii?e44UX yyvJ-ti- ( >

Ckvi-lLO/a^X-ei^

4
wflL-

iJ&dejtd, fevCt£/r ,

\l^ yruh?

4>
Itzvlud

<

__—
v4JL)^

1 ee4>J CiAJiaJj

l©T9dLe4

a
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Appendix F

• Ideas for teachers to use when modeling positive interaction
with Nathan and his peers:

Social/Communicative Behaviors

1. Greets Nathan in age-appropriate manner upon entering 
the room.

2. Gets Nathan's attention before communicating a message 
by using eye contact, child's name, touch, etc.

3. Offers Nathan a choice of things to do using his method 
of communication.

4. Shows objects to Nathan to explain task of the day.

5. Uses communication system of Nathan's (picture ring, 
objects, natural gestures).

6. Responds to intentional or unintentional initiations 
from Nathan by looking, commenting, asking a question, etc.

7. Shows Nathan and other students how Nathan can be 
involved directly in a class activity.

8. Involves Nathan in closing activity of the class room.

9. Allows flexibility as far as where Nathan sits in the 
classroom.
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Appendix G

e
Level IV. OBJECT CUES

Object cues may be defined differently from Environmental "input" cues in that the child 
holds onto the object as an object cue versus the object being touched to some part of his 
body as part of the routine or interaction. Prior to introducing a few object cues, the 
interventionist should make sure that each of the caregivers are letting the child feel the 
object prior to carrying out the routine or action. The following are examples of specific 
object cues that can be used:

Meaning

• Person identification
• Eat ...................... ..
• Drink ...................
• Change .................
• Go .........................
• Finished .................
• Bed/sleep ..............
• Down on mat . . .
• Going to play area .
• Bath ......................
• Dress......................
• Outside....................
• Music......................
• Bubbles....................
• Air on face ...........
• Swing......................
• Drink ....................
• Vibration pad . . . .
• Yogurt....................
• Cracker....................
• Snack ......................

Object (form)

................. individual (ring/hair)
............................................  spoon
......................... bottle/small cup
...............pants or diaper (young)
......................................... walker
................... tub to put objects in
blanket, small pillow or bed toy
............piece of the mat/carpet
............................ a specific toy

.................... washcloth or sponge

.....................................small shoe
........... turf or small brick piece

................................................tape
............................ bubble wand
....................................... balloon

. . . . . piece of chain or rubber
............................................ cup
............................piece of plastic
..........................yogurt container
..........................plastic container

..........................small tupperware

Contin.
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Level V. GESTURE CUES

The primary consideration for using a gesture "input" system is the child’s vision. If the 
child has a Vision level of I-II, the gesture system would not be introduced. Rather, more 
touch cues would be used, so the system would be expanded horizontally. Gestures are a 
natural part of the conventional system used by everyone; therefore, they should be used 
consistently with all children if the vision modality is intact. The following list provides 
examples of many of the conventional gestures that can be used:

• Shaking an object to get the child to attend
• Smiling when the child is interacting with you
• Using exaggerated facial gestures
• Clapping when the child accomplishes a task
• Gesture "up"
• Gesture "finished"
• Shake two objects to get the child to look back and forth
• Shaking the head "no"
• Gesture "give me"
• Gesture "get"
• Gesture "mine
• Gesture "pick-it-up"
• Gesture "bye/hi"
• Gesture "hug/kiss"
• Point to a person or moving object to get notice

-Family Outreach Core Skills Notebook
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Appendix H

What Nathan might be communicating when he is vocal

Whining Behaviors

I’m hungry/thirsty
This task is too hard
I'm upset
I’m sick
This task (class) is boring
I'm tired of being ignored
I want this task (class) to end 
I’m tired
I want to be left alone
I want attention
I'm in pain
I need to get out ot my chair
I want to go home
I want to throw a spitoaii out 1 can’t

Laughing Behaviors

I really like this class 
I’m having a good time

A The kid across from me just threw a spitball-it was fun to watch
I like the kids in this class 
I like this teacher
I really like the music the band just played
My favorite color is red and,__________has a red shirt on
I know lunchtime is coming and I'm hungry!
I’m really excited about the field trip we are going on!
I just figured out what the word "buenos dias" means
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Appendix I

IDEAS FOR NATHAN

=> Walk in the mall with an older person each morning

=> Helena Industries—purchase services—pay a person with a disability to be Nathan’s 
aide—spend 20 minute segments in each of the areas, i.e., wood shop, break room, 
Benchmark

=> Westmont—eat lunch and changing time

=> Food Share—spend a couple hours helping deliver food baskets

=> Public Library

=> Hastings—put away movies 

=> Grocery Store—stock shelves

=> MT Historical Society

=> School/Hospital Cafeteria

=> Security Guard at the Mall or Capital Building

=> Walmart Greeter

• => Carroll College Cafeteria

=> Deliver mail at the hospital 

=> Coffee Cart at the Hospital .

=> Dial-a-Ride Greeter

=> Deliver mail at the Capital 

=> Deliver mail at a Nursing Home

=> Attend fall semester at Carroll College

=> V.A. Hospital—deliver meals, mail


